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ARTICLE FIFTY-FOUR
PARAGRAPHS OF THE BIBLE – JOB 38-42

THIRTY-EIGHT

A. The confrontation between Jehovah and Job (38:1)
B. Where were you when I made the earth? (38:2-7)
C. Or the sea? (38:8-11)
D. Or the light? (38:12-21)
E. Or the snow and rain? (38:22-30)
F. Or the stars? (38:31-38)
G. Or the lions and birds? (38:39-41)

THIRTY-NINE

A. What about the mountain goats? (39:1-4)
B. What about the wild donkeys? (39:5-8)
C. What about the untamed ox? (39:9-12)
D. What about the swift ostrich? (39:13-18)
E. What about the mighty horse? (39:19-25)
F. What about the soaring hawk? (39:26-30)

FORTY

A. Still want to argue? (40:1-2)
B. “I’ve talked too much already!” (40:3-5)
C. Only God would be capable of criticizing God (40:6-14)
D. By the way, what about the behemoth? (40:15-18)
E. King of all the land creatures (40:19-24)

FORTY-ONE

A. Can you catch and control a leviathan? (41:1-11)
B. A cross between a dragon and a tank (41:12-32)
C. King of all the sea creatures (41:33-34)

FORTY-TWO

A. The ears once heard; the eyes now see (42:1-6)
B. God to Eliphaz: “Sacrifice for slandering Job!” (42:7-9)
C. Double the wealth (42:10-12)
D. Seven sons, three daughters (42:13-15)
E. Fourteen decades to the fourth generation (42:16-17)